
hen you paint, you are conscious of the medium that you are using – its possibilities 

and limitations. There is no point trying to accomplish something in one medium Wwhich is clearly much better expressed in another one: in trying to use paint or clay 

to make representational depictions of what is happening at the other end of a deep-space 

telescope or an electron microscope. The types of images which are being produced by Hubble 

and other deep space telescopes are already magnificent art works in their own right, and have 

transformed our understanding of the universe. The beauty of fractal geometry has been 

unlocked by computer-generated art, not painting. Outwith specialist science- and science-

fiction illustration, painting has to do something else. Nonetheless, because it is expressive and 

deeply personal, paint remains a very potent medium.

Any human, any animal, expresses in its physical movements an intuitive and more profound 

understanding of vectors than do computers (i.e. it will take computers much longer to win at 

tennis than at chess). So there is still a purpose in artistic media which are themselves traces of 

physical movement. Expressive painting is extremely fruitful in producing useful metaphors of 

movement, energy, time and direction: form out of chaos, rhythm and pulse, gravity and 

friction, transparency revealing history – looking deep into the painting takes you back in time – 

metaphors for different types of energy, different types of force, at micro or macro scales. 

MASS-ENERGY RELATION 4 – MULTIPLE SPECTRA (CHACONNE), 2016, oil on canvas

Mass-Energy relation 4 is the largest in a series of circular works whose form suggests the forces 

at work on galactic, stellar or planetary scales. Roundness creates an idea of galaxies, just 

because of their form, but that is just one connection. There are others. One way of thinking of 

the form of the paintings is that of a gravitational lens – the bending of light, as predicted by 

Einstein and photographed in the distant universe by the Hubble telescope. The analogy is not 

principally visual: it is more about how each part of the combination of forms comes into being. 

When painting the internal circle I completely mask the exterior one, and vice versa. Both 

interior and exterior – exist in different conceptual spaces. In both the photograph and this 

painting, without the central part the outer part simply would not exist in the form that it does. 

The wave elements of the painting could be metaphors for energetic cosmic forces or for 

gravitational waves, or waves created by tectonic forces within the earth's crust. The marks are 

full of the energy of different forces, some contained and some breaking out. Music is also part 

of the work's creation and of its title. In the end, the work is abstract, not a depiction of any 

event in time.

– 

Jonathan Meuli

understanding science through paint

Hubble Telescope: an Einstein Ring

Centre-image is a galaxy cluster: a monstrous collection 

of hundreds of galaxies all shackled together in the 

unyielding grip of gravity. The mass of this galaxy cluster 

is large enough to severely distort the space-time 

around it, creating the odd, looping curves that almost 

encircle the centre of the cluster.

These graceful arcs are examples of a cosmic 

phenomenon known as an Einstein ring. The ring is 

created as the light from distant objects, like galaxies, 

pass by an extremely large mass, like this galaxy cluster. 

In this image, the light from a background galaxy is 

diverted and distorted around the massive intervening 

cluster and forced to travel along many different light 

paths toward Earth, making it seem as though the galaxy 

is in several places at once.

Photo: ESA/Hubble & NASA / Judy Schmidt
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PAHOEHOE (THEME AND VARIATIONS), 2016, oil on canvas

This is one of a group of square abstracts, with titles connected with Earth Sciences: the 

geological, tectonic and hydrological forces and processes which make and destroy the planet 

in continual closed and open cycles. Gravity, fire, water, and also, of course, cellular life: these 

are the creation and destruction cycles of a habitable planet. The title of this painting, with its 

rich reds and fluid wave patterns, is based on two themes: the first (pahoehoe) is a type of lava 

found on Hawaii, immediately identifiable by its swirling, eddying patterns. The second (theme 

and variations) is a reference to the musical counterpoint which is also a part of the making of 

the painting: providing the rhythm I need to complete its last, most dynamic, stages. Double or 

multiple meanings (here, music and vulcanology) unlock more associative possibilities, and 

direct the viewer to more possible interpretations of what is actually an abstract work.

TRACES OF A SELF-EXCITING DYNAMO – (NOCTURNE), 2016, oil on board

This painting is again from the Earth Sciences cycle. Its connection to science is not as a 

representation, but as a series of metaphors. The painting works in the same way that poetic 

language works, by producing unexpected connections and juxtapositions, enabling us to 

understand something better by seeing it in a new and different light. A self-exciting dynamo 

is: “a dynamo that produces a magnetic field around itself whereby motions of an electrical 

conductor, carrying magnetic lines of force, generates further current, eventually resulting in a 

stable external magnetic field. It is generally considered that the geomagnetic field is produced 

by two self-exciting dynamos, the interaction of which results in reversals of geomagnetic 

polarity.” The structured rhythms of this piece, and the intense blues and whites, meant that it 

was also a precursor of the wave paintings, suggesting water at the same time as magnetic 

wave patterns. “Nocturne” (also a musical term) picks up on the dreamier, night-time qualities 

of the piece.

THE GREAT WAVE, 2017, oil on canvas

The Great Wave. In 2017 I began developing a group of large paintings on the theme of the 

wave. Music helps generate the necessary energy and rhythm at key points. Dance is a good 

way of thinking about how the painting was made in its final stages: the making of the final 

surface was very carefully choreographed over two days – but the actual painting probably 

took just a few minutes. It embodies, in the substance of the paint, something of the energy 

and power of the wave – a sort of directed chaos, which sweeps over everything, but through 

which you can see the tumbled forms which it has tried to obliterate.One way of seeing The 

Great Wave is an updating, after the Japanese tsunami of 2011, of Hokusai's Great Wave. 

Hokusai's fabulous print needs updating. We now know, thanks to video footage, what a tidal 

wave actually look like. All of us (including Hokusai) had the wrong image in our head until we 

saw the film of the Indonesian and Japanese tsunamis. My updated painting tries to show the 

scale, power and character of the forces involved, and by its choice of colours something of the 

invisible world of gigantic forces at work in the earth's crust to produce the initial shock wave: 

reds and oranges rising from the depths, blues and greens tumbling over them, and dark 

colours woven all through. It tries to convey power, natural force, wave-form, beauty and 

destructiveness all together.

COLLISION DRAWING, 2017, watercolour on paper

Making and intelligently using a great variety of mark-making is a vital component of good 

expressive drawing, whether representational or abstract. The large collision watercolour shows 

how these drawing techniques work themselves out as an abstract. It was one of three created 

in the wake of conversations with Professor Paul Soler of the Unversity of Glasgow. This type of 

drawing and painting could obviously allude to different types of energy, different types of 

particle at the sub-atomic level of understanding matter rather than at the cosmic. Particle 

physics has a less developed visual library than cosmology: the collisions are too small-scale to 

generate photographic images and so we rely on artists' impressions to illustrate these – these 

of course can be very beautiful. I think there are many great paintings and drawings which 

prefigure visually the energies and varieties of particle collision – and which suggest research 

avenues for the artist-painter. Cy Twombly, Pollock, Kandinsky or Klee are, for me, interesting 

prototypes for expressive art work that has a relevance to communicating science.


